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Lesson Planning 
 

Lesson plan instructions for Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) lesson plans: 
  

Addressing Illinois Standards 1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 20, 29, History 6 and Political Science 3 
 

These nine standards are as follows: (1) The competent social science teacher 
understands the connections among the behavioral sciences, economics, geography, 
history, political science, and other learning areas; (6) The competent social science 

teacher understands the principles of constitutional government in the United States and 
Illinois; (8) The competent social science teacher understands the rule of law and the 

rights and responsibilities of individual citizens in a democratic society with an emphasis 
on the United States and Illinois;  (18) The competent social science teacher understands 

major political developments and compares patterns of continuity and change in the 
United States and the State of Illinois; (19) The competent social science teacher 

understands major social and cultural developments and compares patterns of continuity 
and change in the United States and the State of Illinois; (20) The competent social 

science teacher understands the major scientific, geographic, and economic developments 
and compares patterns of continuity and change in the United states and the State of 

Illinois; (29) The competent social science teacher understands the process of reading and 
demonstrates instructional abilities to teach reading in the content area of social science; 
History (6) The competent history teacher understands major trends, key turning points, 

and the roles of influential individuals and groups in the State of Illinois from the colonial 
era to the present; and Political Science (3) The competent political science teacher 

understands the development of he United States and Illinois Constitutions. 
 

Teach the lesson to us, as if you were teaching classroom students. Follow your 
objectives for this lesson and remember these words:  pacing – timing – student interaction. 

 
The format listed below should be followed for the entire chapter. Use it and write the 

appropriate material under these headings. Each person including the instructor should receive a 
copy of the plan. Send the copy by e-mail.  There are two sections for lesson planning: Planning 
counts for 70% and Presentation counts for 30%.   

 
CHAPTER TITLE 

 
DO NOW ACTIVITY 

(Write and label each section) 
 

An introductory activity that immediately involves students as they enter the room 
 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

The skills, concepts and content that students will learn. The goals are broad and achieved during 
a long period of time. The goals and objectives are written for the entire chapter. The skills, 
concepts, and content that students will learn in each section of the chapter. The objectives are 
specific short-term goals that are achievable during a particular lesson.  

 
MAIN IDEAS 



(Write and label each section and include the Standards) 
 

The most important facts about events, people, geopolitical considerations, immigration, industry, 
local history, religion, the arts, etc. that lead to the formation of a candidate's understanding of the 
way lessons are organized – the core of the lesson may address inquiry methods, cause and effect, 
or notions that candidates want students to consider. These main ideas formulate the core of the 
lesson plan--be sure you include all the facts about your topic.  These main points become the 
basis for ongoing discussion.  

TRANSITIONS 
(Write and label each section) 

 
Key questions that make it possible for students to draw connections between the information, 
concepts, or understanding developed during a particular activity with other parts of the lesson 
and prior lessons. 
 
     ACTIVITIES 

 
The substance of the lesson: the ways that students will learn the goals and objectives. These 
include discussions, document analysis, writing biography, mapping, cartooning, singing, 
performing drama, researching, and cooperative learning.  A motivational activity may begin with 
a statement or activity that captures student interest in the topic that will be examined.  Primary 
materials must be used. Also instructors may include prepared questions that attempt to anticipate 
classroom dialogue; design activities to aid examination of materials, generate class discussion, 
and promote deeper probing. Summary questions make it possible for the class to integrate ideas 
at the end of an activity.  Teacher-student interaction. 

 
MATERIALS 

(Write and label each section) 
 

The maps, primary documents such as diaries and speeches made by influential persons in 
Illinois, artifacts, and equipment needed by teachers and students during the lesson to create the 
learning activities. Listed for each section of the Chapter. 

 
ASSESSMENTS 

 
Reassessing your lesson plans, write a summary of how you would improve the inclusion of 
ISBE standards 1, 6, 8, 18, 19, 20, 29, History 6, and Political Science 3 and ways to improve the 
teaching of the standards.  You may include question or group of questions or activities that make 
it possible for the class to integrate or utilize the learning from this lesson and prior lessons. 

 
Presentation will be evaluated on contact with audience, projection, and enthusiasm (30%). 
 
Sample rubric: 
 

ISBE 1, for example Excellent 10 Good  8 Average 7 Below Average 6  Unacceptable 5-0 # Candidates Completed 
Planning 70%             
Do Now activity               
Goals  and Objectives               
Main Ideas                
Materials                
Transitions             



Activities             
Assessment             
Presentation 30%             
Contact with audience               
Projection             
enthusiasm               
Comments             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











































Potential student teachers are introduced to ways they can understand and 
eventually apply historical and present appreciation of cultures around the world.   
Cultural awareness and complexity of those cultures are keys to becoming 
successful teachers.  But how do we assist students to think critically without 
developing preordained certainty?  Discussion: How will students understand 
people they can never meet or perhaps will never encounter? What makes the past 
so full of surprises?   How can potential secondary teachers construct the past 
without pre-conceived concepts?  How can we really embrace how peoples felt? 
What were their emotions, for examples, passion, excitement, and even fear? 
 
A two-part approach to expanding opportunities to learn how to become an effective 
secondary teacher in the Social Sciences.  
 
Part I: Learning to present a lesson plan on the primary document and role play 
 
The primary source group assignment. Film shown on the Cherokee Nation before forced 
removal in 1838-39, accompanied by instructor prepared notes and outline of the early 
nineteenth Cherokee Nation in their southeastern domain. 
 
Title: "The Icy Winter of 1838 and the Cherokee Trail of Tears through Southern 
Illinois" 
 
Directions on how to reenact the Trail of Tears through Illinois:  
 
1. Students will work in groups of two or three and the primary document is handed 
to each person in each group: The Journal of the Reverend Daniel S. Butrick, May 19, 
1838 - April 1, 1839: Cherokee Removal (Park Hill, OK: Trail of Tears Association, 
Oklahoma Chapter, 1998), pages 49- 57.  Each group is assigned evenly several days of 
the Trail through Illinois.  
 
2. Materials: Students handed the following materials: Journal of the Reverend Daniel S. 
Butrick Diary through Illinois, maps of the Trail through southern Illinois and a complete 
map of all Trail routes: northern, water via rivers, brief history of the Removal in Theda 
Perdue and Michael D. Green's Cherokee Removal (Boston: St. Martin's Bedford Press, 
1994); and article by Karen Harvey, Lisa D. Harjo, and Jane K. Jackson, Teaching about 
Native Americans (National Council for the Social Studies Bulletin 84, 1997). 
 
3. Goals and Objectives: Bring History Alive! Students will reenact the Trail of Tears and 
through role play will disclose Cherokee hardships and endurance.   
 
4. Main ideas: Who are the Cherokees?  Why did it happen? Explain the attitude of 
United States lawmakers and why Cherokees and other Indians faced forced Removal.  
Where did the Trail of Tears occur in Illinois?  What did Cherokees eat, wear, and sleep 
in along the way?  How were they transported? Why did they come so far north to get to 
northeast Indian Territory (now Oklahoma)? When did it occur in Illinois? Why were 
they in Illinois so long? Explain the following: Lighthorse Brigade, Treaty of New 



Echota, Elias Boudinot, Elijah Lovejoy, conductor, detachments, and behaviors of 
Illinoisans. 
  
5. Assessing the presentation.  Did students illuminate all assigned details in their section 
of the Diary as witnessed by Butrick?  (Note: each group will have disparate criteria.)  By 
re-enacting Butrick eye-witness accounts and experiences, students will learn of the 
Cherokee constabulary (the "light horse" brigade); Cherokee obstacles: sometimes they 
had to move tents from one camp to another due to Illinois prejudice against the Indians; 
the supplies: mainly inadequate; Cherokee healing and herbs: role of War Club; sickness 
and death along the way; Illinois law versus Cherokee law: the case of Cherokee Elijah 
Hicks, and inclement weather conditions that determined how long Cherokees stayed in 
Illinois. 
 
6. Critical thinking: Why was American society becoming intolerant of diversity? What 
factors led to forced removal? Could removal have been avoided?  Did the fact that 
Cherokees changed parts of their society to mirror Anglo society help or hinder them in 
their quest to be “left alone” as a sovereign nation?  Discuss how cultures face 
displacement and how they resolve loss and disillusionment.  Other issues: how have 
cites like Chicago encountered diversity and how did urban America accept/reject 
immigrants within its ranks?     
 
You should meet the following standards and note them on the rubric below: National 
Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) applied: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7; Illinois 
State Board of Education (ISBE) teaching standards: 1, 19, 29, and History 6.  
 
7. Summation: apply "living memory" in other ways:  Handouts to discuss: "A Witness 
Remembers the Removal," by Wahnenauhi (Cherokee), 1889 and the 1829 poem, "The 
Cherokee Reply" in The Cherokee Response to Removal (National Council for the Social 
Studies), Social Education 6817 (2002): 466-69. How is the Illinois Trail of Tears 
remembered?  Endangered sites along the Trail such as Bridges' Tavern was noted as one 
of the 2006 endangered sites by the Illinois Preservation Agency; the 2007 Illinois State 
Legislature has recognized State Highway 146 as the official Illinois Trail of Tears 
Highway.  Illinois Chapter of the Trail of Tears sponsors educational programs to inform 
the public--all ages welcomed; and the National Park Service, an integral part of the 
National Trail of Tears Association, has nationally certified the Campground Cemetery, 
Anna, Illinois, Crabb-Abbott Farm, and Golconda Landing. 
 
Materials and suggested texts for use in secondary classrooms:  
 
Maps of the Trail through southern Illinois and the nine states.  Articles by Karen 
Harvey, Lisa D. Harjo, and Jane K. Jackson, Teaching about Native Americans (National 
Council for the Social Studies Bulletin 84, 1997); Theda Perdue and Michael D. Green, 
The Cherokee Removal: A Brief History with Documents (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin's 
Press, 2005, second edition);  and Theda Perdue, The Cherokee (New York: Chelsea 
House Publishers, 1989); Thurman Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy: The Story of the Ridge 
Family and of the Decimation of a People (New York, New York: Macmillan Company, 



1970; 1971); and Grace Steele Woodward, The Cherokees (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma, 1988). 
 
Note: Be sure to find out your partner’s names and phone numbers so that you can chat at 
least during the week. I will assign two or three students to a group. You can use the 
library, Internet, and/or archival research on a specific topic.  Additionally, I will hand 
out most of the necessary materials for the work to be done, including a detailed outline 
with explanations of the Cherokee Nation in the American South three decades prior to 
removal. 
  

PRIMARY SOURCE – ROLE PLAYING / PRESENTATION RUBRIC* 
 
Name(s) of Presenter      
 
Topic        
 
Name of Evaluator      
 
PART I – LESSON ON PRIMARY SOURCE AND  HISTORICAL CONTENT 
 
Content  (60%)        Poor  (0-3 pts.)  Average (4-6 pts.)   Good (7-9 pts.)  Excellent  (10 pts.) 
 

1. Extent to which primary material used        ________________________________ 
2. Creativity         
3. Use of artifacts                                                        ______________________________ 
4. Maps            
5. Main ideas explained    ___________________________ 
6. Application of NCSS/ISBE standards      

 
PART II – ROLE PLAYING PRESENTATION 
 
Delivery  (30%)    Poor  (0-1 pts.)  Average (2-3 pts.)   Good (4 pts.)  Excellent  (5 pts.) 
 

7. Contact with audience          
8. Effective use of notes          
9. Confidence           
10. Articulation           
11. Projection and enthusiasm        
     

PART III HISTORICAL CONTENT AND PRESENTATION COMBINATION 
 
Overall  (10%)        Poor  (0-4 pts.)  Average (5-6 pts.)   Good (7-8 pts.)  Excellent  (9-10 pts.) 
 

1. Prospective learning experience        
COMMENTS: 
 
* Rubric taken from Alan J. Singer, Social Studies for the Secondary Schools: Teaching 
to Learn, Learning to Teach (Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 
reprint, 2003), 311-15. 



The field trip assignment (it may vary according to your professor) in Social Science 
Pedagogy 323:  
 
You will tour the museum as if you, the prospective secondary teacher, were taking your own 
students through the museum.  Take notes to write about the experience.  How would you 
introduce artifacts as a way to motivate students to appreciate museums and another people you 
will never meet? Explain ways you turn a classroom into a museum to entice learner 
participation?  
 
To familiarize the students with resources beyond the classroom, students will take a field trip to 
the Interpretive Center, Cahokia Mounds, Collinsville. We will meet at the site on a Saturday. 
Students will write a detailed report on the site itself and its history as well as what secondary 
classroom students might expect to learn from such a museum and tour. Write three to four pages, 
so that you can complete the assignment as stipulated by your professor. 
 
1. The first part of the writing assignment: Make a checklist in order to prepare for the on site 
visit as if you were the classroom teacher.  The list might include the following: The name of 
tour/ museum director; how to clear the field trip with a principal of the school; what items to 
include on the parents’ permission slips; and how to arrange for transportation.   

 
2. The second part of the essay deals with the tour itself.  How would you tell a classroom about 
Cahokia Mounds?  How would you present it as a multinational historical happening?  Why was 
Cahokia the epicenter for trade? How did Cahokians manipulate their environment in order to 
survive?  What factors may or may not have led to the disruption of Cahokian culture?  How 
would you present material to a middle school class and high school class? 
 
3. Conclusion: Why would the study of a pre-contact culture be significant in the study of Native 
peoples?  How would you relate those factors to a high school classroom? Middle School? 
 
Why the decline of Cahokia? 
 
Listen and look for evidence in the video and your walk through the museum.  If you have 
questions about Cahokia's demise, do consult one of your professors or an interpreter at Cahokia. 
 
List all NCSS and ISBE standards that apply 
 
*************************************** 
 
The following is a summary of “Cahokia: The Sun City.”   
 
1.  The film you will view at the Interpretative Center will include the following terms for you to 
think about while you go through the museum: 
 

• American Bottom--the flood plain caused by the confluence of the Mississippi, 
Illinois, and Missouri rivers 

 
• Mississippian cultures: mound-building cultures predating 1492: Cahokia 

(Mississippian Era) probably lasted from 1000 to 1400 A.D. 
 
Traits of Mississippian Era:  



 
• uniquely organized farming communities;  
• mounds: flat top temple; ridge top mounds, conical, and platform mounds used as 

charnel houses;  
• flood plain agriculture based on corn;  
• craft specialization based on basket weaving and pottery making;  
• extensive trade routes because of nearby waterways;  
• surplus of grain mainly corn used as trade items or "money";  
• intricate community organization that involved kinship, marriage, and alliance;  
• theocratic chieftainship called the Great Sun, who lived on top of Monk's Mound 

and promoted a well-defined social order.  
• mobilization of huge labor forces to feed as many as 20, 000 people who lived at 

Cahokia;  
• created a surplus in corn; 
• surplus of corn led to the importation of many costly and exotic goods from 

faraway places (name the trading sites): mica, Gulf shells, copper, etc.  
• built a two mile stockade around the village;  
• created a Cahokia calendar: Woodhenge sun calendar; and 
• plethora of tools: hoes, arrow points, and flint clay figurines. 
 
Is Cahokia a true civilization? 
 

• Cahokia had an explosive population, diverse art venues, specialized work 
force, controlled surpluses, long-distance trade, social stratification, well-
organized government, monumental public works such as public granaries, 
council lodges, and sauna like sweat lodges, and mound building such as 
Monks Mound (5,000 foot square home of the great chief atop Monks 
Mound) that was carefully designed with varying soils to sustain its integrity 
over time, and a calendar, the American Woodhenge.  You will find the 
above in the Cahokia village in the museum itself and in the area outside of 
the Interpretative Center. 

• A city comparable to Paris, France or London, England. 
• Subsistence: besides corn, they gathered nuts and berries; they dug for tubers 

such as Jerusalem artichokes; they hunted the nearby forests for deer, rabbit, 
deer, elk, etc.; and fished in nearby rivers and streams for fish.   

• Leisure time: spent playing a game called chunky; enjoyed music with 
Native made instruments; and gambled with dice.  

• Beliefs system: Upper World (steady and predictable--as the sun); This 
World (always a struggle to balance perfection and chaos); and Lower World 
(dark, unstable, and confusing). 

• Birdman tablet: at the entrance to the museum.  He represents Upper, Lower, 
and This World--a winged warrior and bird features such as a falcon; snake 
like skin on the back symbolizes the Lower World.   

• Belief in an afterlife as found in Mound 72; a chief was elaborately buried--
look for his burial in the museum. 

• Fibers: prairie grasses used for thatching roofs; cedar bark used for baskets 
and fabrics; bulrushes for floor mats; cattail leaves for doorways; and inner 
bark of ash, willow, and hickory used for cordage.  

     



 Information for this discussion is taken from Biloine Whiting Young and Melvin L. Fowler, 
Cahokia: The Great Native American Metropolis (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois 
Press, 2000); Claudia Gellman Mink, et al Cahokia: City of the Sun, Prehistoric Urban Center in 
the American Bottom (Cahokia: Cahokia Mounds Museum Society, 3rd printing, 1999); and  
Timothy R. Pauketat, Cahokia: Ancient America's Great City on the Mississippi, (New 
York: Viking, 2009). 
 
The rubric below reflects ways the future teacher can think in terms of leading a 
field trip and what items one should address when preparing for a field trip.  This 
exercise in actually going as a group to Cahokia gives the potential teacher contact 
with a public facility and museum personnel.  Therefore, the rubric below measures 
the candidates' disposition to be in a professional setting and ways to interpret the 
meaning behind various artifacts and other pieces of evidence of a civilization 
untouched by Europeans. 
 
Rubric for scoring essay: 
    

   
Candidates' 
Score 

Candidates' 
Scores     

Points 
Possible   Did not meet Meet 

Exceeds 
Expectations Total 

 30 pts 
Plans for the Field 
Trip          

  

Scoring up to 30 
pts for written field 
trip 0-10 11-25 26-30   

0-10  

Does the Candidate 
display a 
professional 
attitude?  

indifferent; 
does not show 
interest 

courteous; 
shows 
interest in 
artifacts, 
etc. engaged   

  
Scoring up to 10 
pts 0-2 3-6 7-10   

0-60 

Subjects to be 
addressed for the 
60 pts         

    
Did not meet 
expectations 

Did meet 
expectations     

0-5 pts 

How would you 
present Cahokia as 
a multinational 
historical 
happening?           



0-5 pts 
What was their 
political system?         

0-5 pts 

Why was Cahokia 
the epicenter for 
trade?         

0-5 pts 

How did 
Cahokians 
manipulate their 
environment in 
order to survive?           

0-5 pts 

What factors may 
or may not have 
led to the 
disruption of 
Cahokian culture?         

0-5 pts 

Why would the 
study of a pre-
contact culture be 
significant in the 
study of Native 
peoples?           

0-10 pts 

How would you 
relate those factors 
to high school and 
middle school 
classrooms?         

    

Described 3 
or less 
NCSS?ISBE 
standards; 
inadequate 

Described 4 
or more 
NCSS/ 
standards; 
passed     

0-10 pts 

Explain how NCSS 
standards 1.1, 1.2, 
1,3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 
1.8, and 1.9 and 
ISBE 19 would 
apply to the study 
of Cahokia.         



0-10 pts 

Explain how ISBE 
standards 1, 19, 29, 
and History 6 
would apply to the 
study of Cahokia.         

 Final Score         
Assessment  of Data and How to improve the assessment according to data 
Beginning Spring 2010     
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